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Experimental Apparatus II
Even+more+realis'c+cases?+

Drill+hole+processes+
•  More+complex+geometries+

can+be+simulated+
•  Gas+diffusion+following+foil+

breach+
•  Ongoing+sublima'on+out+of+

wet+soil+
•  Predict+H2O+loss+and+

compare+with+Julie’s+preX
post+H2O+distribu'ons.+

Wet+soil+

Dry+soil+

Foil+barrier+

Wet soil
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of the sealing mechanism on the RESOLVE reactor has a potential 3 min actuation delay. These variables were 
ultimately fixed in Test 2 due to difficulties sealing the SCMs during Test 1.   

A. Soil Bin Preparation 
Preparation of the soil bins was performed following the procedures described in Reference 4.  Both bins were 

prepared with a uniform water content of 5% by mass. The NU-LHT-3M lunar regolith simulant was doped with water 
in 25 kg batches using a cement mixer and a water sprayer to achieve good mixing. Samples were removed from each 
batch to verify moisture content according to ASTM 22168.  The soil bin was filled and compacted one batch at a 
time.  Compaction was performed according to ASTM 42539 using a vibration table and a 68 kg (150 lb) surcharge 
weight. The density achieved using this procedure at the 5 wt% water content was 1.47 g/cm3. Thermocouples were 
embedded in the soil as the bin was filled. The soil was then covered with a tight fitting lid (to prevent volatiles loss), 
placed in a upright freezer, and chilled to -20 °C prior to transport to the VF13 chamber. The lid remained on the soil 
until just before the vacuum chamber was closed.  

B. Facility operations 
Once the soil bin was positioned and secured inside VF13, the LN2 cooling loops were clamped on.  The loops, 

which remain in the facility to avoid breaking the fluid connection, were clam-shelled around the soil bin and wrapped 
in an multi-layer insulation blanket.  The translation stage, with the drill hardware attached, was then lifted into the 
chamber and mounted above the soil bin.  The soil surface was exposed immediately prior to installation of the cold 
wall. The VF13 lid was then installed and the chamber was purged with GN2 to reduce the atmospheric moisture in 
the chamber.  There are 4 vacuum pumps on VF13 to support a range of pressure regimes and pumping rates.   

Regolith simulant has a tendency to violently off-gas (in the form of soil eruptions or spouts) when the pressure 
decay rate is high.  This ruins the compaction of the soil bed, so slower pump rates are used to mitigate the 
disturbances.  The risk of this occurring is primarily during the rough-pump regime: atmospheric pressure down to 1 
Torr.  The venturi pump has been very successful in avoiding disturbances and was used from atmospheric pressure 
to 100 Torr. (The pump dead heads at 30 Torr after 4 hrs, but reaches 100 Torr in 2 hrs).  A displacement pump was 
then used to reach 0.75 Torr. GN2 was manually bled into the chamber and the pump line to reduce the pump rate.  
This is the period of highest risk for soil eruptions, and requires close attention for approximately 2 hrs.  

The liquid nitrogen cooling to both the cold wall and the soil bin was activated when the chamber reached 10 Torr.  
The cooled surfaces will act as an additional pump, but at this pressure the additional pump rate has low impact on 
the soil eruptions. The lower pressure also minimizes frost build up in the chamber.  The turbo molecular pump was 
activated at 0.75 Torr . This pump maintains the chamber at 10-5 Torr, and can be left unattended. It took at least 48 
hours for the soil to chill to temperatures in the -130 °C range.  Just before the test started, the cryogenic (cryo) pump 
was activated in parallel with the turbo pump to reduce the pressure to 10-6 Torr.  

In addition to real time pressure and temperature measurements, a Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) was used as an 
indicator of primary gas species in the chamber, including what species are off-gassing during drilling. RGA can be 
used at pressures <10-4 Torr. Hardware operations and soil condition were monitored and recorded using four 
internally-mounted video cameras connected to a video monitor.   

The turbo and cryo pumps remained active during drilling operations, as did the soil bin cooling system. However, 
2 hours before the test, the cold wall cooling system was shut down to allow hardware to warm.  This was done to 
better mimic the radiative thermal 
environment inside the rover during the 
actual mission.  Once all sample 
delivery and sealing operations were 
completed, the cooling and pumping 
systems were shut down. For test #2, 
the chamber was back filled with GN2 
immediately following the test. The 
chamber remained closed until the 
residual LN2 in the cooling lines has 
boiled off (typically an overnight).  

C. Drilling and Sample transfer 
The test matrix in Table 1 required 

6 drill holes per test. Fig. 6 shows the 
hole patterns from the two tests. The 

 
Figure 6: The drill hole pattern from the two tests. Approximate 
hole locations are shown for those that were backfilled. Holes are 
labeled according to sample (crucible) number. 
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Characterist RGA signatures during drilling/sampling; Test # 1

Test+#1+(from+Julie)+
Characteris'c+RGA+signatures+during+drilling/sampling+
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Background

Gas Release from drilling and soil depositionFocus:+gas+release+from+drilling+and+
soil+deposi'on+

H2O+

OH+(in+RGA)+

N2+
H2O+scaled+down+to+N2+

CO2+

36Ar+
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At the grain/pore level

At+the+grain/pore+level…+

Grain+

•  Vapor+is+in+the+pore+
spaces+between+grains+

•  H2O+assumed+in+quasiX
equilibrium+with+solid+
ice+surfaces+–+at+
satura'on+vapor+
pressure+for+soil+
temperature+

•  N2+and+Ar+are+residual+
from+atmosphere+
prior+to+pump+down+

•  Pore+and+grain+length+
scales+are+similar+

H2O+

N2+

36Ar+

Vapor is in the pore spaces
between grains

H2O assumed in
quasi-equilibrium with solid
ice-surfaces - at saturation
vapor pressure for soil
temperature

N2 and Ar are residual from
atmosphere prior to pump
down

Pore and grain are similar
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Simple Model for Gas Loss from a Slug of Soil
Simple+Model+for+Gas+Loss+from+a+Slug+

of+Soil+
•  Assume+a+cube,+with+only+the+

top+open+to+vacuum+
•  Porosity+is+such+that+pore+size+

and+grain+size+are+equal+–+
assume+75+micrometer+pores+

•  We+model+the+gas+diffusion+out+
of+this+volume+

•  Assume+each+side+of+cube+is+10+
cm+in+length.+

•  Walls+are+reflec'ng+(no+escape)+
•  This+problem+has+an+analy'c+

solu'on+(shown+below+–+D+is+
the+diffusion+coefficient)+
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Assume a cube, with only the top open
to vacuum

Porosity is such that pore size and grain
size equal - assume 75 µm pores

We model the gas diffusion out of this
volume

Assume each side of cube is 10 cm in
length
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Density profile of Vapor Density vs Depth and Time1XD+Profiles+of+Vapor+Density+vs+Depth+and+Time+

The+'me+scale+for+
release+of+gas+to+the+
chamber+is+seconds,+or+
less.++

Time(sec)+

vacuum+

soil+

Soil+surface+at+z=0+
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2-D particle simulation of degassing: Mass fraction lost

2XD+par'cle+simula'on+of+degassing:+
Mass+frac'on+lost+

•  Luis+Teodoro+has+
developed+a+2X
dimensional+gas+diffusion+
code+

•  Used+here+with+same+
temperature,+pore+size+
etc.+as+analy'c+solu'on+

•  The$two$solu+ons$agree$
well.$

•  Therefore,+2XD+code+can+
be+used+for+more+
realis'c+soil+shapes,+
configura'ons+etc.+

We have developed 2-D and 3-D
(parallel, f95+mpi) gas diffusion
codes

Used here with same temperature,
pore size, etc. as analytic solution

Numerical and analytical
solutions agree well

Therefore these codes can be used
for more realistic shapes,
configurations, etc.
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2-D Molecular Simulation of Vapor Profiles in Soils

2XD+Molecular+Simula'on+of+Vapor+
Profiles+in+Soils+

•  This+simula'on+contains+5000+
molecules+per+pore+space+to+
start+with.+

•  As+'me+goes+by,+molecules+
diffuse+stochas'cally+out+of+
the+soil+volume.+

•  This+simula'on+zooms+in+on+
the+evolu'on+over+the+first+
0.04+seconds,+and+10+cm+of+
soil.+

•  Solid+lines+denote+the+
analy'cal+solu'on+for+this+
isothermal+problem.+

This simulation contains 5000
molecular per pore space to start
with

As time goes by, molecules diffuse
stochastically out of the soil volume

The simulation zooms in on
evolution over the first 0.04 sec,
and 10 cm of soil

Solid lines denote the analytical
solution for this isothermal problem
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A More Realistic simulation should include regolith grain
“occlusions”

More+realis'c+simula'on?+
Includes+regolith+grain+“occlusions”++

•  Soil+vapor+profiles+for+2D+
simula'ons+at+same+'me+
step+

•  Differing+amounts+of+soil+
grain+volumes+–+50%+is+
realis'c+

•  De#gassing)is)much)slower)
in)this)more)realis3c)case)

Mostly+void+space,++
few+grains+

50/50+void+space++
&+grains+

More+realis'c+simula'on?+
Includes+regolith+grain+“occlusions”++

•  Soil+vapor+profiles+for+2D+
simula'ons+at+same+'me+
step+

•  Differing+amounts+of+soil+
grain+volumes+–+50%+is+
realis'c+

•  De#gassing)is)much)slower)
in)this)more)realis3c)case)

Mostly+void+space,++
few+grains+

50/50+void+space++
&+grains+

Soil profiles at same time step

Different amounts of soil gran
volume - 50% is realistic

De-gassing is much slower in
this more realistic case
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3-D Modelling

molecules comprising the top water ice monolayer at
each location are allowed to move into the neighbor-
ing mesh volumes which share surfaces with the ini-
tial mesh. The remaining molecules, which occupy
the remaining monolayers at the surface of a grain, do
not move. The direction of motion for the liberated
molecules is chosen using a Monte Carlo approach. The
duration of each time step is set equal to the residence
time. To take into account the aforementioned change in
residence time due to the proximity of the silicate sub-
strate we assume that once the number of monolayers
is less than ten, sublimation does not take place. Fi-
nally, molecules that reach the impermeable surfaces are
bounced back into the mesh volume where they were in
the previous timestep. In Figure 2 we present the mass
fraction lost (⌘ 1-mass remaining within the volume af-
ter time t /initial mass) after 1,333,000 time steps, or 50
sec (blue). We also show the analytical solution for the
diffusion equation (dotted cyan).

Figure 2: Comparison between change in time of the
mass fraction for Knudsen’s (blue) and Fick’s (black)
transport in lunar regolith with a typical grain size of 75
µm and an underlying temperature of 226.45 K (-46.7�

C). m(t) and m0 denote total mass at time t and t = 0, re-
spectively. The number of time steps for the Knudsens
and Ficks simulations are 1,333,000 and 9,045,000, re-
spectively. The dotted -cyan and -green denote the an-
alytical expressions for the Knudsen’s and Fick’s trans-
port problems, respectively.

Fick’s transport: Molecules also have a thermal (⌘ ran-
dom) motion in the interstices of the porous regolith.
This is known as Fick’s transport. To model it we will
use the same grid and all molecules within the computa-
tional domain will move at each time. As in the previous
case, at a location molecules only can access adjacent
mesh cell volumes. The time step is given by the ratio
between the mesh size l (=75 µm) and the thermal ve-
locity vth (= 516 m/s, at T = 226.45 K). In Figure 2, we
present Ficks mass fraction over the first 9,045,000 time
steps (black) as well as the analytical expression for the
same problem (dotted-green). In this calculation, nearly
half the initial water ice mass has been lost by 50 sec.

Figure 3: Density versus depth in the Fick’s transport
context after 1,000,000 time steps (=0.14 s) for simula-
tions with 0%, 30%, 40% and 50% of the volume occu-
pied by grains.

Tortuosity: Thus far, all space within the simulation do-
main can be accessed by the water molecules. In the
lunar regolith, however, this is not case, as the volume
occupied by the soil grain is off limits for molecule
hopping. In order to mimic this we forbade the water
molecules to access some locations chosen randomly at
the beginning of the simulations. In Figure 3, the in-
crease in tortuosity (⌘ fraction of the volume in silicate
grains) leads to a considerable slowing down of the dif-
fusive process: the density profile without any forbid-
den regions (black) is roughly 80% of its initial value at
a depth of 6.5 cm after 0.14 seconds while more realistic
model of the lunar regolith with 50% of the simulation
domain forbidden to the molecules (powder blue) shows
the same fraction of the initial density at depth of 1cm
at the same instant.
Conclusions We present the numerical results of five
large scale molecular diffusion simulations of H2O dur-
ing lunar Resource Prospector sample acquisition. Al-
though the geometry of our numerical experiment is not
the most realistic, it allows us to demonstrate that the re-
golith tortuosity will play a major role in understanding
the losses during sample acquisition.

References: [1] F. Reif (1965) Fundamentals of
Statistical and Thermal Physics Waveland Press. [2] N.
Schörghofer, et al. (2007) Journal of Geophysical Research
(Planets) 112(E11):2010 doi. [3] D. R. Andrews, et al.
(2014) Introducing the Resource Prospector (RP) Mission
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics doi.
[4] J. E. Kleinhenz, et al. (2015) Impact of Drilling
Operations on Lunar Volatiles Capture: Thermal Vacuum
Tests American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
doi. [5] G. H. Heiken, et al. (1991) Lunar sourcebook - A
user’s guide to the moon. [6] A. W. Adamson Physical
Chemistry of Surfaces Wiley-Interscience ISBN
13:9780471078777.

2058.pdfLunar Exploration Analysis Group (2015)

13363 cubical mesh

Four weeks per
simulation on 200
processors

Grain “occlusions”
are generated
randomly and fixed
throughout the
simulation
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Sublimation

Sublimation/Diffusion

molecules comprising the top water ice monolayer at
each location are allowed to move into the neighbor-
ing mesh volumes which share surfaces with the ini-
tial mesh. The remaining molecules, which occupy
the remaining monolayers at the surface of a grain, do
not move. The direction of motion for the liberated
molecules is chosen using a Monte Carlo approach. The
duration of each time step is set equal to the residence
time. To take into account the aforementioned change in
residence time due to the proximity of the silicate sub-
strate we assume that once the number of monolayers
is less than ten, sublimation does not take place. Fi-
nally, molecules that reach the impermeable surfaces are
bounced back into the mesh volume where they were in
the previous timestep. In Figure 2 we present the mass
fraction lost (⌘ 1-mass remaining within the volume af-
ter time t /initial mass) after 1,333,000 time steps, or 50
sec (blue). We also show the analytical solution for the
diffusion equation (dotted cyan).

Figure 2: Comparison between change in time of the
mass fraction for Knudsen’s (blue) and Fick’s (black)
transport in lunar regolith with a typical grain size of 75
µm and an underlying temperature of 226.45 K (-46.7�

C). m(t) and m0 denote total mass at time t and t = 0, re-
spectively. The number of time steps for the Knudsens
and Ficks simulations are 1,333,000 and 9,045,000, re-
spectively. The dotted -cyan and -green denote the an-
alytical expressions for the Knudsen’s and Fick’s trans-
port problems, respectively.

Fick’s transport: Molecules also have a thermal (⌘ ran-
dom) motion in the interstices of the porous regolith.
This is known as Fick’s transport. To model it we will
use the same grid and all molecules within the computa-
tional domain will move at each time. As in the previous
case, at a location molecules only can access adjacent
mesh cell volumes. The time step is given by the ratio
between the mesh size l (=75 µm) and the thermal ve-
locity vth (= 516 m/s, at T = 226.45 K). In Figure 2, we
present Ficks mass fraction over the first 9,045,000 time
steps (black) as well as the analytical expression for the
same problem (dotted-green). In this calculation, nearly
half the initial water ice mass has been lost by 50 sec.

Figure 3: Density versus depth in the Fick’s transport
context after 1,000,000 time steps (=0.14 s) for simula-
tions with 0%, 30%, 40% and 50% of the volume occu-
pied by grains.

Tortuosity: Thus far, all space within the simulation do-
main can be accessed by the water molecules. In the
lunar regolith, however, this is not case, as the volume
occupied by the soil grain is off limits for molecule
hopping. In order to mimic this we forbade the water
molecules to access some locations chosen randomly at
the beginning of the simulations. In Figure 3, the in-
crease in tortuosity (⌘ fraction of the volume in silicate
grains) leads to a considerable slowing down of the dif-
fusive process: the density profile without any forbid-
den regions (black) is roughly 80% of its initial value at
a depth of 6.5 cm after 0.14 seconds while more realistic
model of the lunar regolith with 50% of the simulation
domain forbidden to the molecules (powder blue) shows
the same fraction of the initial density at depth of 1cm
at the same instant.
Conclusions We present the numerical results of five
large scale molecular diffusion simulations of H2O dur-
ing lunar Resource Prospector sample acquisition. Al-
though the geometry of our numerical experiment is not
the most realistic, it allows us to demonstrate that the re-
golith tortuosity will play a major role in understanding
the losses during sample acquisition.

References: [1] F. Reif (1965) Fundamentals of
Statistical and Thermal Physics Waveland Press. [2] N.
Schörghofer, et al. (2007) Journal of Geophysical Research
(Planets) 112(E11):2010 doi. [3] D. R. Andrews, et al.
(2014) Introducing the Resource Prospector (RP) Mission
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics doi.
[4] J. E. Kleinhenz, et al. (2015) Impact of Drilling
Operations on Lunar Volatiles Capture: Thermal Vacuum
Tests American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
doi. [5] G. H. Heiken, et al. (1991) Lunar sourcebook - A
user’s guide to the moon. [6] A. W. Adamson Physical
Chemistry of Surfaces Wiley-Interscience ISBN
13:9780471078777.

2058.pdfLunar Exploration Analysis Group (2015)

This is like the “no obstacles” gas
calculation, but controlled by
residence time of water molecular on
grain surfaces

Two residence times: more than 10
monolayers given by ice-ice
(Schoerghofer & Taylor 2007),
otherwise 10 times larger

De-gassing is much faster than the
H2O sublimation/diffusion process

Only the top monolayer is available at
each time step

13363 cubical mesh, on 200
processors has taken ∼ five weeks
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Current Work

Simple Model for Gas Loss from a Slug of Soil in the drill

borehole. As cuttings move up the borehole to the surface,
they continue to climb up until they reach the opening in the
auger tube (see Section 6 for more details).

The drill head moves up and down the Z-stage via a
carriage connected to a set of cables on both sides. Unlike
prior drills such as the CRUX, which used a balldrive (i.e., a
screw) to advance the drill head and in turn the auger drill,
the Icebreaker drill uses cables and pulleys. This approach
has several benefits. It is more dust tolerant than a ballscrew,
it reduces vibrations from the drill head to the drill structure
and in turn the spacecraft, and it is also much lighter. The
two cables on either side of the carriage contain load cells. It
is a differential from these two load cells that provides WOB
feedback to the drill controller.

4.4.3. Drill head. The drill head is a two-actuator
system—the first actuator rotates the auger while the second
actuator drives the percussive mechanism. The percussive
mechanism is based on a cam-spring principle. Voice coil
and ultrasonic approaches were rejected because of the
complex electronics required to drive them, relatively high
ratio of the blow energy to system mass, potential thermal
issues, and very low Technology Readiness Level (TRL) at
the time of making the decision. Pneumatic and hydraulic
systems were rejected because of very low TRL and added
complexity required for fluid or gas management. A ‘‘dog
clutch’’ was rejected because of low efficiency, heating due to
sliding friction of two clutches against each other, and lim-
ited range of blow energy.

The cam-spring system was selected because it is robust,
can be actuated by existing motors, offers relatively high
energy per system mass, and has Apollo Lunar Surface Drill
(ALSD) heritage. The main difference between the ALSD and
Icebreaker is that the ALSD percussive mechanism was en-
closed in a pressurized cylinder filled with nitrogen gas. This
enabled lubrication and heat dissipation. Although the
ALSD drill head leaked nitrogen gas when in vacuum, the
leak rate was low enough to ensure successful operation on
the Moon for at least 3 days (the duration of the Apollo
surface mission). For Mars applications, such an approach
would not work, since the drill head would lose all its ni-
trogen en route to Mars (a 7–9 month journey). For this
reason, the mechanism has been redesigned with new ma-
terials and low friction coatings. The system has been thor-
oughly tested at Mars pressure conditions to evaluate its
temperature and wear characteristics (Zacny et al., 2010b). To
date, the cam-spring percussive system successfully com-
pleted over one million cycles at Mars pressure with no
visible damage. This is equivalent to a continuous operation
of over 8 hours, sufficient to drill eight, 1 m deep holes.

The drill head contains a six-channel slip ring that enables
integration of sensors. The slip ring is used as a conduit for
thermocouple wires to a temperature sensor embedded in-
side a drill bit, an optional downhole camera, and an op-
tional regolith resistivity measurement sensor (see Section
4.4.4).

4.4.4. Drill auger. A single-string auger is made up of
three parts as shown in Fig. 10: top auger, sampling auger,
and drill bit. The shorter sampling auger is directly above the
drill bit. Its flutes are 6 mm deep and 10! steep designed
specifically for retaining cuttings. The long top auger, on the

other hand, has 2 mm shallow and 30! steep flutes for pre-
venting borehole collapse and for efficient movement
of cuttings and fallback material out of the hole. It should
be noted that this dual auger system has been specifically
designed for the bite sampling approach, whereby the drill
is periodically lifted out of the hole to deposit cuttings
from the lower sampling auger. Although the sampling au-
ger is not ideal for conveying of cuttings out of the hole, it
is an effective way to retain sample from the bottom of the
hole.

The Icebreaker drill auger is required to move ice chips to
the surface, where they can be delivered to science instru-
ments. Augers work very well if the friction coefficient be-
tween auger material and cuttings is much lower than the
friction coefficient between the same cuttings and the bore-
hole wall (Zacny and Cooper, 2007c). The friction between
ice chips and aluminum or steel (some of the candidate
materials for the Icebreaker drill string) increases by at least a
factor of 5 as temperature falls from near zero to -65!C (Ta-
lalay, personal communication, May 26, 2013). At these low
temperatures, friction of ice on ice is lower than friction of ice
on steel or aluminum (Schulson and Fortt, 2012). Hence, it is
expected that the auger will not move ice chips to the surface
as well at low temperatures on Mars. The bite sampling
approach compensates for the effect of the high friction co-
efficient on auger conveyance.

The auger has a diameter of approximately 25 mm. This
particular size was selected as a compromise between two
conflicting requirements: drilling energy/WOB and sample
volume. In general, drilling energy and WOB decrease as au-
ger diameter gets smaller. However, auger strength and stiff-
ness as well as sample volume increase as diameter gets larger.

The hollow auger allows the wires for the bit temperature
sensor, the downhole conductivity sensor, and the downhole
camera to pass through. A heat pipe could also be integrated
into a hollow auger. The pipe could transfer heat generated
during the drilling process at the bit to the section above the
surface. Alternatively, a long heater could be embedded in-
side the auger, or resistive heater patterns could be depos-
ited directly onto the outside of the auger (see http://www
.mesoscribe.com) to unfreeze the drill string in case it freezes
in place (see Section 4.5.1.1). The field-tested auger is 1.2 m

FIG. 10. Triple-stage auger: top auger, sampling auger, and
drill bit. The bit has tungsten carbide cutters and an em-
bedded temperature sensor. The sampling auger captures
and retains the cuttings while the top auger efficiently moves
cuttings and fallback material out of the hole.
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cubical 3-D mesh, 3002×
1300

Outer surface is free, no flux
in the Inner surface, upper
and lower surfaces are
periodical

There is an analytical model
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Future Work

Future work

Realistic distribution of regolith sizes currently we are
assuming 75µm [Fick and Sublimation]

More Realistic distribution of velocities So far we are only
considering one single speed: vthermal [Fick]

More realistic geometries [Fick and Sublimation]

No homogenous temperature field [Fick and Sublimation]
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Future Work

Even more realistic cases: Drill hole process
Even+more+realis'c+cases?+

Drill+hole+processes+
•  More+complex+geometries+

can+be+simulated+
•  Gas+diffusion+following+foil+

breach+
•  Ongoing+sublima'on+out+of+

wet+soil+
•  Predict+H2O+loss+and+

compare+with+Julie’s+preX
post+H2O+distribu'ons.+

Wet+soil+

Dry+soil+

Foil+barrier+

More complex geometries can be
simulated

Gas diffusion following foil breach

Ongoing sublimation out of wet soil

Predict H2 loss and compare with
Glenn’s repost H2O distributions.
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Conclusions

We have implemented parallel (f95+mpi) 3-D Fick’s Diffusion
and Sublimation codes

We are currently increasing the geometrical complexity of the
modeling

At the temperature considered (T= 226.45 K) the Fick’s
flow is much faster than the Sublimation/diffusion

Tortuosity slows the flow considerably

This research has considerable implications in the
understanding of volatile’s transport in the lunar subsurface.
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